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BEST BET R8 20:31

Nad Al Sheba Blue D

T: Peter Lagogiane
The Hound Says: Unlucky in the GEE final here last
week and he can make amends. Not a lot of pace
in this event, so he should have no trouble
crossing and leading throughout

NEXT BEST R3 18:44

Cawbourne
Apollo

Wh &
Bdl D

T: Bailey Dickinson
$2.3

The Hound Says: Can be a tad risky at box rise,
however he does drop the hammer quickly and he
recently carved out a slashing 29.73 when scoring
here. Looks his race

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 3,2,1 
Race 6 - 8,4,6,5 
Race 7 - 3,6,7 
Race 8 - 6 

$20 For 55.55%

R1 NSW GBOTA WELCOME MAIDEN FINAL Maiden
Series F Maiden 520m 18:07

ZIPPING CASILLAS (8) has continued to get better
with every run and he was simply brilliant when
scoring here last week in 30.01. He exits the
same draw tonight and he just needs an ounce of
luck early. ZIPPING FOWLER (5) powered to the
line in her handy 30.30 heat win and she is
capable of going faster. TARZAN TEDDY (4) settles
on the speed.
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R2 LADBROKE IT! 5th Grade 520m 18:27

ZIPPING OPTIMISE (6) is still learning the caper
but he truly is a gifted chaser and he has turned
in some big performances of late. The empty
draw underneath helps and he should get his
chance. BIG THUNDER (4) was ultra impressive
through the GEE series and he should get some
room to move early on. CAWBOURNE SPOTS (3)
can lead them up.
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R3 LADBROKES SPORTS BAR 4th/5th Grade 520m 18:44

CAWBOURNE APOLLO (3) carved out a sizzling
5.46 early when scoring here in 29.73 recently
and a similar run tonight should see him score
with ease again. EMGRAND CENTRE (1) is
dropping back in distance but he is racing with
confidence and the draw is a big help.
SNOWMAN (6) can be hit or miss early but he
definitely has the talent to win this.
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R4 HAPPY 30TH BIRTHDAY MATT PURSE 5th Grade 520m 19:02

ZIPPING SPARTAN (2) will need some luck in
running, however he does have a nice turn of
foot once balanced and he should be able to
follow the red through in the early stages. AIN'T
WAITING (4) has a good record here and she'll be
on the pace for most of the journey, while RUN
LIKE BOLT (1) is drawn to lead and he is getting
stronger all the time.
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R5EVANS & SON LADIES BRACELET HEAT 1 Ladies
Bracelet

Non
Graded 520m19:26

Cracking affair with the inside division holding
the key. WALLACIA MIST (3) recently carved out a
scorching 29.55 when scoring here and she
should be able to follow the two across early.
SHANGHAI SUZIE (2) is armed with sizzling early
speed and she should be able to clear the red in
the run to the bend, while CAMILLA KEEPING (1)
has the motor.
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R6EVANS & SON LADIES BRACELET HEAT 2 Ladies
Bracelet

Non
Graded 520m19:49

MY HEPBURN (8) has a great record here and
she's armed with slick early speed. A clean
getaway can see her cross initially and she can
break up the bend through the bend. NANGAR
NELLIE (4) is a gifted speedster and she will just
need an ounce of luck soon after box rise, while
AU CONTRAIRE (6) captured the Ultra Sense Final
recently and is a threat
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R7EVANS & SON LADIES BRACELET HEAT 3 Ladies
Bracelet

Non
Graded 520m20:08

AUNT VIRGINIA (3) is an enormous prospect from
Victoria and she has already won around this
circuit in a scorching 29.59. She can miss the kick
but the pace in one and two will help. MIDNIGHT
SPRITZ (6) blew up the clock when scoring here
last week in 29.46 and she just needs an ounce of
luck early on. NANGAR GYPSY (7) is another
powerful type.
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R8BEAST UNLEASHED BOB PAYNE SPRINT HEAT 1
Bob Payne

Non
Graded 520m20:31

NAD AL SHEBA (6) should have no trouble
crossing in the early stages and he recently
carved out a scorching 29.51 here when
capturing a GEE semi. ZIPPING CALEB (1) can be
hard to follow but he is a big talent and the draw
will definitely help, while SUPERSTAR ETHICS (4) is
possibly the fastest chaser on the planet but
needs luck.
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R9BEAST UNLEASHED BOB PAYNE SPRINT HEAT 2
Bob Payne

Non
Graded 520m20:54

NANGAR LARRY (8) was luckless in the G1 Egg
final here last week and he can make amends
tonight. He is armed with a terrific turn of foot
and he should have enough pace to cross and
lead throughout. ZIPPING MEGATRON (2) was
enormous in the Egg final and he is the most
talented chaser in the race, however he may be
giving the pink a head start
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R10 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 5th Grade 520m 21:15

ZEUS KEEPING (7) didn't have a lot of luck in his
first look here two runs back and he can atone
tonight. He followed that run up with a dazzling
29.63 Dubbo win and he is very well graded.
ZIPPING QUINN (1) is showing promise and he is
drawn to get the gun run throughout. SPRING
BREEZING (2) owns a solid 30.02 PB here and he
can how early pace.
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